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The Ensemble Sangineto arises from the over fifteen-year musical partnership of Adriano and 
Caterina Sangineto, children of the well-known harp and psaltery maker Michele Sangineto. Having 
grown up in the artistic environment of their father, the twins have developed a natural flair for ancient 
music, which they were exposed to in the early stages of their musical growth. They later encountered 
popular music in all its polychromatic facets, with a special preference for the Irish, Breton and French 
traditions. Thanks to their classical education and familiarity with modern and pop music of various 
types, the group concentrates its focus on the fusion of ancient sonorities and harmonies with modern 
rhythms. ESG-Ensemble Sangineto has rapidly established itself in the folk music scene in Italy and 
abroad by taking part in many major musical events such as the festivals “Celtica” (Courmayeur, I), 
“Lo Spirito del Pianeta” (Chiuduno, I), “Folkest” (Spilimbergo, I), “Edimburgh International Harp 
Festival” (UK), “Festival Interceltique de Lorient” (F), “Rencontres Internationales de Harpe Celtique” 
(Dinan, F), “7 Chapelles en Arts” (Guidel, F), “Catalunya celta” (Barcelona, ES), “Escenarios de 
Verano” (Alcázar de San Juan, ES), “Ritmos étnicos” (Pamplona, ES), “Romanic en viu” (Planoles, 
ES), “Veranos en Cuenca” (Cuenca, ES), “Deerlycke Folkfestival” (Deerlijk, B), “Folkfestival Ham” 
(Ham, B), “Ruiselede Folkfestival” (B), “Arfavita! Festival’ kel’tskoj arfy” (Moscow, RU), “Keskaja	  
ja	  Pärandi	  Festival” (Pärnu, EW).  

Ensemble Sangineto has also collaborated with Carlos Núñez and his band and occasionally 
collaborates with the guitarists Tiziano Cogliati and Jacopo Ventura.  
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The ESG repertoire consists of original compositions, and traditional Irish and Italian tunes interpreted 
with original and sparkling arrangements that display influences from many varied musical genres 
ranging from classical to ancient music, from Gregorian chant to musical, from folk to jazz. The pure 
and magic tone of the harp and the bowed psaltery intermingle with the wonderful fusion of the 
voices evoke dreamlike and airy atmospheres, which are simultaneously joyful and light.  

Ensemble Sangineto recorded various albums and participated in the soundtrack of the Italian movies 
“Principessa” (by Giorgio Fontana Arcelli) and “A Napoli non piove mai” (by Sergio Assisi) and of the 
short-film “Clacson” (by Alessandro Melchionda).  

Web Site:	  www.ensemblesangineto.com	  	  

Videos:	  	  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wc5H3N2tB8A	  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGVtrXr7hX0	  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoMzyER1JWY	  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNKVDrM7XgU	  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyoUf-‐_W0L8	  

Contact:	   ensemble.sangineto@gmail.com	  	  
+	  39	  3386759304	  (Caterina)	   

	  
	  
	  
 
 

	  


